
Hi 👋

I’m Joe     @joeseifi

I’m Joe Seifi, you can find me on twitter and at seifi.org 

https://twitter.com/joeseifi


Live Coding

So what is Live Coding? It is a live performance on stage, with coder(s) / musician(s) writing and executing code live, which plays music, and sometimes also graphics. Sometimes the events are referred to as Algo-Raves. Most 
attendees are not coders, and most of the performers are musicians who get turned on to coding. I’m hoping that more coders / developers get into the Live Coding community as well.


More info:

https://toplap.org/about/

https://algorave.com 



Wut? Live Coding?

There is an audience, just like in a real concert. There is a screen projecting the live code. Not everyone there is a coder, but they still find it entertaining. The example given is, just as you don't have to know how to play guitar to enjoy 
a live guitar player on stage, you don't have to know how to code to enjoy a live coding event. Complete transparency in the performance is refreshing.


Watch these intro videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h340aNznHnM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJPdbp1An2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIuqDKzYBzc




Set up

1. Code


2. Audio Server


3. Run Environment (IDE)

There are a variety of tools and programming languages used. The main building blocks of a live code setup are:


1. A programing language

2. An Audio Server

3. An IDE where the code executes against the server


Most of the time, you get all three from the same framework, to simplify the onboarding process.



Live Coding Flavors

SuperCollider ............ DSL

Tidal .......................... Haskell

Sonic Pi ..................... DSL

Overtone ................... Clojure

Extempore ................. Scheme

LuaAV ........................ Lua

Gibber ....................... JavaScript

Here are the main Live Coding frameworks. Some use Domain Specific Languages, for example Sonic Pi, and SuperCollider, others use existing languages like Gibber/
JavaScript and Tidal/Haskell. You can mix them together in a performance.




Here is what the IDE for Sonic Pi looks like


Website: https://sonic-pi.net 



Here is what the IDE for Gibber looks like. It runs in the browser. The API is all Javascript based, the sound server is written in Node. Gibber uses the Processing rewrite 
in JS (p5.js) and Three.js under the hood as well.


Web based IDE: https://gibber.cc/

Github: https://github.com/gibber-cc 


